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FORWARD
As a thesis project, I assumed a completed project to could be a
complex answer to many questions from what to how. However,
my thesis project raise more questions than answer. In fact,
asking questions - about main program and the alternative,
about materials and materials assemblies, about invariability and
immutability – shows my exploration and insecurity.
Three years in Rhode Island of Design teaches me how to
develope imagination from the fact. So this thesis project is
start from a key word, origami, and keep naviagting through an
unknown process with solid tests and documentations.
I enjoyed this process more than I expect. Even though final
presentation was completed, my exploration about how to apply
origami on architecture design, spatially and mechinically, will last
for next few years. This thesis project is a good start for my future
career I believe.
I dedicate this thesis to my family, who support me like them
always do. And also many thanks to my advisors, Dongwoo
Yim and Jonathan Knowles, who guided me through this tough
journey and encouraged me a lot.
At the last, Thank you RISD!

GLOSSARY OF TERMS
[1].Origami: from ori meaning "folding", and kami meaning
"paper", is the art of paper folding.
[2]. Condition: a way of living or existing; the state in which
something exists : the physical state of something; the physical or
mental state of a person or animal
[3]. Origami Condition: is all about folding. Be folded or not be
folded? Fold or unfold? Direction? Degrees? Sequence?... Two
main factors, operation ( folding or related to folding) and natural
consequence of operation.

ABSTRACT
Origami is not a brand new discussion anymore, since its value
in robotics had been recognized in recent decades. However,
no clear or deep discussion happened on how to apply origami
on architecture or other practical scale design, because they
barely share common characteristics of material and operation.
Architects try hard to blend origami into architecture design, what
they pursue is the form. I am confused that whether origamishaped design could be regarded as origami design, or in other
words, when we talk about origami design, what is it?
The first thing I’d like to clarify in thesis project is the nature of
origami, with or without its form. Origami condition is about the
operation. My research start with form but will focus on operation.
Secondly, I’d like talk about tectonics, how to bring origami design
into reality and what I learn from realistic models. For larger
scale design, a stronger and cheaper material may be needed to
spread origami design principle.
The last, as the goal of my thesis semester, I will work on
engaging origami theory in 1:1 scale product design to build a
pratical vocablary of 1:1 scale operation which won't be limited by
paper and origami.
Origami is a great topic with a lot of potential. Besides those three
points I mentioned above, in the term of a project which may
last for years, origami could be a methodology and a principle to
help improve kinetic character of architecture. Demolishing the
materiality of architecture could be a exciting jorney in the future.
Nevertheless, I reminded myself every day, there are two aspects
in my project I should pursued, being practical and being peotic
at the same time. I have no idea what a piece of paper could be
after being folded, why not just let "folding" tell my by itself?

BACKGROUND
Origami break the boundary between surface and space. There
is a lot of means or media could help us express depth in surface
so that maybe even architecture is not necessary to be 3D spatial
to be called as architecture. However, the difference is, origami,
unlike drawing on surface, it could generate 3D space without any
other tools or structure system, even without intentional design.
Any single crease could be a force, and material will speak for
itself. I could not find a system as simple as origami, that’s why
I choose origami as my thesis topic at the beginning. But my
concept is keeping evolving with further research.
There is long history about origami, and almost all of us have
a expeirence playing with paper to fold something, a brid or a
small box. A convential idea about origami is to use one piece of
paper to mimic an animal's figure without cutting. Anything with
a continued surface could be folded, this is origami's universal
character. It would be interesting to fold something to make
it looks like real, however, my research may not start with its
history, but care more about current scientific and artistic study
about free-form origami. No specific idea will be applied when I
work on design, I'll let folding tell me what it want to be next.

( I m a g e . 1 Ty p i c a l
origami work: Origami
lion by Kawahata
Fumiyaki in 2006)

(Image.2.1 Origamizer
bunny crease pattern
by Origamizer in 2006)

(Image.3 One fold by
Patkau Architects in
2011)

In material aspect, origami is based on paper. When be applied
on industrial design, metal sheets is a good option to replace
paper to provide more self-support construction.

(Image.2.2 Origamizer
b u n n y b y To m o h i r o
Tachi in 2006)

(Image.4 Winnipeg
skating shelters by
Patkau Architects in
2010)

(Image.5 U.S. Airforce
Academy Cabet
Chapelby SOM in
1963)

It still is a popular way to enjoy origami by folding something
concrete. A software, called origamizer, is developed by Japanese
architect, Tomohiro Tachi, which could help with crease pattern
design. With this application, people are able to fold anything they
want in one of the most efficent way.

In architecture scale, Two solutions could work with origami
concept design. Concrete, as a material could mimic origami
“form”, has been casted into folded shape. Or frameing structure,
using membrane or fabrics combined with framing structure to
mimic origami linkage network system.

There are three main systems developed from origami have
been utilized most, Miura Ori, Ron Resch pattern and waterbomb pattern. All three are focus on the two situation, unfolded
and folded. Changing of size matters most, because all three
structures play with the ratio of volume shrink as they are
designed to benefit huge equipment transportation.

(Image.7 Miura Ori pattern
by Koryo Miura)

(Image.6 Ron Resch
pattern by Ronald Dale
Resch)

(Image.8 Water-bomb
pattern

(Image.9 Miura Ori pattern
movement)

BASIC MATHMATICS CONCEPT ABOUT ORIGAMI

Geomotric Objectives
One piece of paper,
No overlap,
How to fold and how to unfold it?
Linkage should be rigid bars and no crossing through each other.
Paper should be no strech and no tears.

General questions

Foldability
What kind of structures can fold at all or in a particular way?
Design:
What shapes ( or other properties) can be folded and how?

BRAINSTORM

One moutain fold go through
the middle of the paper to lock
the degree of connected fold.

Refined from Muira Ori
pattern, by adding more
horizontal folding to build a
more stable spatial structure.

Based on Muira Ori pattern
but be flexible with each
crease pattern lenght, it
become a clear architecture
structure system feeling like it
could be turn into a project in
minutes.

Playing with Ron Resch
pattern, different folding
direction could end up with
different result.

One of the most simple
crease pattern, but because
of different paper shape, from
paper strip to donut-shaped
paper, surface could convert
back and forth between
horizontal position and vertical
position.

Water-bomb pattern and Ron
Resch pattern

EXCEPTION

Paper, generally speaking, is an
anisotropic material, its structure
characteristic is related to the
direction of fibers. Due to the mesh
of fibers, paper is flexible and could
generate curved surface (NURBS),
which could be triangulated into
triangle surface.

As I show in these pictures, two crossed mountain folds could end up in a camp
shape structure. B(t) is a ramdon point on the curved edge. But the control points of
B(t) is outside this edge, I assume they are P0, P1, P2. P1 is the middle point on the
edge. So B(t) is a Bezier curve related to P0, P1, P2.
I add a linkage between center and P1, dividing this triangle curved surface into two
flat surface with control points on the edge. This linkage may reduce the confusion
caused by the original curved surface, meanwhile, it will clarify the structure system.
Note:
[1]. Bézier curve
[2]. Non-uniform rational basis spline (NURBS) is a
mathematical model commonly used in computer
graphics for generating and representing curves and
surfaces.

QUESTION AND ANSWERS FOR NEXT STAGE
Q： How architecture could related to origami?
A: This is a discussion about how to bring origami condition
theory into practical application. I'd like to lead this conversation
from "paper" material into possible operation.
Unfortunately, folded condition and unfolded condition are two such
strong icons that we ignore the transformation process a lot. Motion, or
operation should be accounted as a valuable part.

Q: what kind of role that operation play in this situation?
A: Learnt from origami and realized the limits of origami's scale, I
emphasis the important of operation and try to build a vocablary
to rule people's operation when they play larger scale origami
design projects.
Operation should not be limited by "folding", but inspired by
"folding".
Q: Besides the solid transformermation from item A to item B,
what kind of other character origami could carry?
A: The area or volumn defined by its movement.

PROCESSING

METHODOLOGY
At the beginning of this research, I will focus on basic origami
test, folding a paper, it is intriguing to notice a lot of phenomena
share direct or indirect with architecture strucutre system. But I
hope I could transform it into a discourse to increase my design
vocabulary.

[1]. ENUMERATION
By calculate and trace different angles’ situation,
I could realize the movement area of one
prototype. It could work for simple and one or
two stages movement.

To study the complex movement of origami works, I decided to
start with the most foundamental documentation.
[2]. CONTROL VARIABLE
By limit variable into one, I observe how
other parts respond to the variable. And by
design new variable, even though the function
relationship will not change, unique result may
lead to diversal conversation

[3]. DETAIL MAGNIFICATION
When analysing a multi-units structure system,
I zoom in to a part of the integrity. It could be
a vertex, or a shared bar between two vertex.
Beside, I would like to develope new analysis
method to mimic the motion of this linkage.

ENUMERATION

Note:
Blue area shows the movement area of Bar 2. Accumulation of
each step’s degree of freedom(DOF) end up in a much more
significant DOF
Grey area traced the motion area of one folding unit (”/\”)

Linkage length is known as L
Span Distance (d) = 2*L*sinα,
α ∈ (0,90º)

Random point A (x,y) on cutted section edge
x = f(α) = d =2*L*sinα
y = f(α) = L*cosα

Model:
Based on the documentation on previous page,
I made a model with wood sticks to visualize the
ryhthm in the drawing. Various angle for each
section simulate a curve crease and its curved
surface.

Model:
Push one step futher, combination of straight
line and curved edge could be an inspiring
concept to apply on tectonic design.

CONTROL VARIABLE
Due to the angle of crease pattern and the half-donut shape,
there are two variables may changing at the same time, projected
angle(α) and the included angle(β)v of each “/\” unit.

Note:
At the beginning, I rebuild round edge into line
segments, and tried to fix all seg. lines’ direction
to reduce variables into one. However, more than
one factors are respond to the defined variable,
there are several conditions have to be discussed
individually.

Note:
Center of circle keeps changing. I take a “/\” unit as subject to O’,
one with fixed center and one not. But, due to NURBS, it is hard to
conclude a defined function to describe the relationship between
variable and circle center.

Note:
As I mentioned in exception, I would like to clarify the
mechinical system of each origami. So, there are two
different crease pattern could be applied on the same
piece of paper.

Note:
By added one diagonal bar
to eliminate NURBS, fanshaped origami become
a combination of a z axis
developing unit and a xy
surface puzzle. Because of
the included angle of the
grey pyramid, center O keep
move along y axis.

Foamcore mock-up

A complicated hinge
to guarantee the
degree of freedom
of some creases.

MODEL STUDY 1

Note:
Spiral ordered crease could
generate a flat fold pattern.
Different from the one on the
left, movement of this origami is
from flat to a spatial structure.
Then when is folded more than
90 degree, center O move to
the inside of the surface and
spatial structure turns into a flat

Note:
One of the most simple fold pattern but
it is a rigid linkage network, which is
difficult to document.

Model:
To simulate the movement of each linkage. It ends up into a
intensive structure with a fixed central axis.

MODEL STUDY 2

Ta k e a d v a n t a g e o f m a t e r i a l
thickness, it could generate a stairs
case spontaneously.

MODEL STUDY 3
Existing hinge design could not be folded flat.So to be more
accurate, I started a study of hinge desgin.

Axis in the central is critical to support the whole system, a multidegree free sphere joint cold be applied on both ends of the axis.

HINGE STUDY
Casting different kind of material
in the middle or near the
surface of the plaster chunks
to understand what kind of
characters a hinge should have
to fit into origami condition.

Metal mesh test

Soft fabric test

Stiff fabric test

Invisible hinge
mock-up

DETAIL MAGNIFICATION
Vertex is a basic unit of many complex
origami sculpture. By zooming into a single
vertex, the degree of freedom of each
vertext joint bacome clear to be understood.
However, how could I describe the linkage
motion as a integrity is a unsolved problem
yet.

Note:
Analysis could start with a vertex unit of this
tunnel structure. There are two factors have
to be considerated, the included angle of
each unit and the ratio of the curve of the
whole structure.

Note:
A spatial orgami could work as a space enclosure or a span
structure. However, due to the different forces direction, further
discussion have to be held before apply.

Note:
As a flexible tunnel structure, when I build it with paper, whole
system could work as photos, however, the prerequisite is
thickness is zero. Assuming this tunnel would be built in realistics,
a perfect edge touch edge tunnel will be the limit, because
overlap of surface is not encourage.

Note:
At the beginning, I chose a part of the whole to work with, but the flexibility of each bar
introduce more than one variable which is hard to generate defined functions. Then
by study this system as a integrity, it is easy to notice that it is a parallelogram system
with a multi-length bar in the middle.

DESIGN PROPOSAL
By starting play with origami and working on analysis drawings,
I realize despite of mathematical theory, origami could be
understand by perceiving and reconstructing its movement. As
I’m looking for connection between practical design and origami,
“folding” “material”, two keywords help me to push these two
together rather than mathematics.
Origami condition is the main concept of my design. I hope final
project could be operable by human and be playful.
It may be hard to end up with one design only, however, several
practical proposals could generate an open argument about how
to apply origami in architecture.

Note:
I tried to figure out one or multiple functions to explain the motion
of the whole system, however, the degree of freedom of some
joint is related by several independent factors. I may introduce
computation into this analysis process.

FINAL PRESENTATION

DESIGN CONCEPT
I chose furniture scale design to work on for final proposal because it
could be built in original scale.
From designated floor pattern to stand-up chairs, each of the offered
an playful way to define space. The void left behind also could
concentrade function of each area responding to different furniture
design.

FURNITURE 1
FOLDED CONDITION

FLOOR PATTERN

Gravity plays an important role in this model. It helps each
piece fit in to its own place and material thickness helps lokc
the whole system

Cut those edges into specific
angles to improve veneer hinge's
strength.
Folding
instruction

FURNITURE 2
FOLDED CONDITION

FLOOR PATTERN

These two pieces should be placed side by side to improve the stability of
the integrity

Folding instruction

FURNITURE 3-4
FOLDED CONDITION

FLOOR PATTERN

This crease pattern could be cutted into half to be a table, or to
be a chair with back support as a whole.

Folding instruction

FURNITURE 5
FOLDED CONDITION

FLOOR PATTERN

FURNITURE 6

FROM FURNITURE 6, WHAT COULD BE NEXT?
To push origami condition design one step further, I traced the
movement space of each crease in computer.
Origami condition design is not just about folding anymore, other
kind of operation could be introduced into origmai principle.
Models shown below is a new start for my next research.

TO BE CONTINUED ......

